“Charles Foster Kane, America’s Kubla Khan”

This chapter develops a character sketch of a peculiar American personality: the media
mogul. It does so through an analysis of Orson Welles’s 1941 film Citizen Kane, whose acting,
cinematography, and narrative structure reveal important features of this personality. Such
an analysis illuminates typical features of the moguls we will investigate in later chapters,
and it provides insight into the lures and attractions of our spectacular capitalist society.
Citizen Kane depicts the rise and fall of an American newspaper tycoon. Born in 1868 in
a humble log cabin, Charles Foster Kane experiences a reversal of fortune as a boy: gold is
discovered in a supposedly worthless mineshaft belonging to his mother. Mary entrusts her
new fortune and her son to Walter Thatcher, an austere New York banker who prepares
Charles to receive his inheritance. Charles rebels against his surrogate father, however. Upon
turning twenty-five, he shows no interest in his vast portfolio of assets, with one exception:
the New York Inquirer, a run-down daily newspaper. Kane exploits the powers of yellow
journalism to turn the Inquirer into the highest-circulation newspaper in New York. And his
charisma and his populist crusades make him a sensation, a fixture of the front pages. At the
peak of his powers, in possession of a national media empire, Kane runs for governor of New
York against Jim W. Gettys, a corrupt machine boss. His reformist campaign propels him to a
lead in the polls, but on the eve of the election, his affair with shopgirl Susan Alexander
makes headlines, and the scandal sinks his campaign. Refusing to be chastened by defeat,
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Kane fights to retain control over his life and over the public. To justify his affair with Susan,
he marries her and makes her into an opera star. But she lacks the necessary talent and
ambition, and her career is short-lived. Kane’s star falls further when his newspapers go
bankrupt during the Depression. As his influence wanes, Kane retreats to Xanadu, his
enormous, opulent, and ever-expanding Florida mansion. He dies in 1941, accompanied only
by his servants and his statue collection, his last word “Rosebud” a cry for his sled, his lost
childhood companion.
Welles’s film portrays a man of real gifts and real charm whose immense wealth and
desire for control reduce him to spiritual poverty and isolation. Kane is marked
psychologically by his traumatic separation from his mother and his severe childhood with
Thatcher. As an adult, he rebels against his cold-hearted moneybags of a guardian, first
getting expelled from several colleges, and then turning muckraker as publisher of the
Inquirer. To fill the emotional void left by lost maternal love, Kane strives to win the love of
“the people”. But Kane only wants love on his terms, in keeping with his social position. As
publisher, Kane claims to champion the working classes, allowing him to win the acclaim of
his readers and thumb his nose at his bourgeois guardian. At the same time, Kane’s advocacy
strengthens his control over mass opinion, which he ultimately uses to expand his own
enormous private fortune. Kane attracts mass attention with his charisma and penchant for
controversy, but as newspaper baron, he only interacts with people through headlines and
photographs, thus preserving an aristocratic distance from his readers. As Kane’s publicity
empire declines, his self-absorption intensifies, and his stubborn attempts to sway the
masses fall on deaf ears. Increasingly peculiar and reclusive, Kane retreats to Xanadu, a
dream world which he rules as absolute monarch, and a manifestation of the grotesque
excesses of the acquisitive society.
The formal ingenuity and expressionist style of Citizen Kane provide insight into the
personality and social power of the media mogul. A veteran of theater and radio, and a novice
film director oblivious to the medium’s conventions, Welles experiments with optical
techniques such as deep-focus photography to convey psychological and power dynamics. He
incorporates the newsreel and newspaper into his storytelling to depict the media artifice
which makes Kane a public figure. And he uses a flashback narrative structure to portray
Kane from the perspective most essential for understanding his character: the way he exists
in the minds of other people. The resulting film is so visually compelling that, to some critics,
its style overshadows any political substance it might have.1 While Kane indeed lacks any
depiction of the suffering wrought by yellow journalism, its stylistic flourishes reveal much
about power in the mass media age. As film historian Peter Cowie writes, “Kane remains a
personality whose eminence and publicity depend solely on his ability to project his own
magniloquent image.”2 The novelty of the media mogul, in contrast to the nineteenthcentury bourgeois industrialist, is that his empire is built on the development of fame and
the commoditization of attention. With Welles’s craft, it is easier to fall under the spell of
Kane, a man whose power comes from his conquest of the emotions, dreams, and
consciousnesses of consumers.
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I
After the opening scene, a montage of decaying Xanadu which suggests Kane’s death, a
loud orchestral theme announces a newsreel, “News on the March.” Shot and edited in the
style of Henry Luce’s “March of Time,” it contains a narrated montage of the major events of
Kane’s life.3 Ostensibly a documentary film, the newsreel presents the myth of Charles Foster
Kane, telling the story of a legendary figure who left a profound imprint on American history.

The newsreel’s portrayal of Kane is shot through the veil of myth. It begins in Xanadu,
where palm trees fill the screen, ornamented facades stretch to the sky, and exotic wildlife
roam through a private zoo. Each shot features another instance of the mansion’s opulence
and grandeur. A view from a helicopter reveals its sprawling expanse, while low camera
angles magnify the height of its walls. A poolside camera captures attractive couples sunning
on chaise lounges, framed by the arches of a colonnade. An army of laborers are shown
paving roads, erecting buildings, and delivering shipments of statues. Many shots are
doctored to appear on grainy film stock, producing a dual effect of mimicking early-1900s
film footage and projecting Kane into a storybook past.
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The narrator, speaking in a stentorian tone, describes Kane in imperial terms. He
compares him to Kublai Khan, the Mongol emperor and subject of Coleridge’s opium-dream
poem: “Legendary was the Xanadu where Kubla Khan decreed his stately pleasure-dome.
Today, almost as legendary, is Florida’s Xanadu, world’s largest private pleasure ground.”
Kane’s art collection, the voiceover continues, befits a conquering emperor like Alexander
the Great: “a collection of everything, so big it can never be catalogued or appraised. Enough
for ten museums! The loot of the world.” One must consult the Bible to describe the scale of
Kane’s animal collection: “two of each, the biggest private zoo since Noah.” And the
immensity of Xanadu recalls the tombs of Egyptian pharaohs: “Since the pyramids, Xanadu is
the costliest monument a man has built to himself.” Kane is no sober, thrifty bourgeois
capitalist, but a grandiose figure marked by his extravagance and accumulation.
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The news of Kane’s death reverberates around the world. A series of newspaper front
pages appears onscreen: first the expected eulogy from the New York Inquirer, then mixed
reactions from around the country, before international coverage appears in languages and
alphabets from all over the world. Kane’s fame comes not only from owning the machinery of
publicity but from being a constant object of publicity. A title card emphasizes, “To forty-four
million U.S. news buyers, more newsworthy than the names in his own headlines, was Kane
himself, greatest newspaper tycoon of this or any other generation.” This statement specifies
the way in which Kane acts as an emperor: not as a warlike head of state, but as the ruler of a
virtual realm of pictures and newsprint, one which in the mass media age possesses real
power to shape the world.

After describing the circumstances in which Kane obtains his fortune, the newsreel
depicts a man who was constantly being interviewed or investigated, and who polarized
opinion as much as anyone in the country. “Here’s a man that could have been president, who
was as loved and hated and as talked about as any man in our time.” During his testimony
before a Congressional investigation, Thatcher condemns Kane and calls him a communist.
Shortly thereafter, a speaker at a rally for organized labor proclaims that Kane is a fascist.
Kane himself, however, has a different opinion, which appears on the title card below as a
rousing orchestra plays:
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The voiceover states that Kane had the power to swing the election “to one American
president at least,” and that his newspapers incited the Spanish-American War while
delaying America’s entry into World War I. Despite wielding so much influence, Kane does
not act in an ideologically definable way. Perhaps it is this trait which allows for his
tremendous durability, despite being so often on the wrong side of history: he can be all
things to all men. With his sly “I am an American” retort, Kane outfoxes his competition,
evading the barbs thrust at him with a deft application of charm and good humor. He loves to
perform for the camera, and perhaps more importantly, he possesses a certain wiliness,
speaking in phrases which are deeply resonant yet hard to define concretely.
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After mentioning Kane’s glamorous first marriage to Emily Norton, the president's
niece, the newsreel tells the story of Kane’s tragic decline and fall. Each successive defeat —
from getting caught cheating and losing the election, to Susan’s failed opera career and
Depression-induced bankruptcy — expresses Kane’s declining power to make people “think
what I tell them to think.” The narrator explains that Kane fell out of step with the times:
“The great yellow journalist himself lived to be history, outlived his power to make it.” In
later scenes, Kane is portrayed as being bumbling and stiff. He spills wet concrete on his
jacket at a ribbon-cutting, and he insists irresponsibly that there will be no war in Europe. He
has become an oddball, a relic of a bygone age.

Kane’s loss of power and influence is a fate as bad as death. Without his image and his
media empire, he possesses no meaningful connection with others. The newsreel’s final shots
show an elderly, isolated Kane: “Alone in his never-finished, already-decaying pleasure
palace, aloof, seldom visited, never photographed, an emperor of newsprint continued to
direct his failing empire, vainly attempted to sway as he once did the destinies of a nation
that had ceased to listen to him, ceased to trust him.” Kane has reached the endpoint of a life
dominated by the acquisitive spirit. His desires for money and control have so elevated him
above others that he lacks the capacity to connect with them personally. His immense ego
manifests itself in an accumulation of artworks which extinguishes the idealism and charm of
his youth. He dies a solitary and tragic figure.
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II
The film cuts to the dissatisfied editor Rawlston, who believes the newsreel misses any
sense of the real person beneath the public man. He orders the reporter Thompson to
investigate “Rosebud,” Kane’s final word, in the hopes of gaining some insight. Thompson’s
search begins at the Thatcher Memorial Library, an imperious guarded vault which contains
the financier’s unpublished memoirs. As he reads the words “I first encountered Mr. Kane in
1871,” the page dissolves into a snowy childhood flashback. Stirring orchestral music plays as
a young Charles frolics in the snow, riding a sled, throwing snowballs, and shouting “The
Union forever!”

Inside, Kane’s mother Mary sits with Thatcher, and she signs papers which will make
him Charles’s guardian and trustee. Kane’s father Jim resents losing custody of his son, but
Mary is determined to get Charles out of rural Colorado and away from his father. Mary then
calls Charles and tells him that he will be going away with Thatcher. Thatcher tries to be
friendly with the devastated boy, but Charles uses his sled to shove him into the snow. Jim
threatens to give his son a beating, but Mary protects him: “That’s why he’s going to be
brought up where you can’t get at him.”
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After the newsreel’s depiction of a larger-than-life newspaper tycoon, this flashback
reveals a childhood trauma which stamps Kane psychologically for the rest of his life. Film
theorist Laura Mulvey examines this scene from a psychoanalytic perspective.4 The young
Charles is confronted by two father figures: his biological father, who threatens him with
physical violence, and a surrogate father, who threatens to separate him from his mother. In
response to such threats, Charles instinctively clings to his mother and aggressively lashes
out at Thatcher. He wishes to stay within the sphere of maternal warmth and unconditional
love, but his immense fortune imposes demands for social education which force him into
Thatcher’s custody. The suddenness of this transition is traumatic, and Charles never sees his
mother or childhood home again.
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This story of Kane’s separation from his parents is an odd episode. Characters’ actions
appear to defy conventional psychology, and some events are hard to explain. Who deemed
Mary’s mine, given to her to settle a bill at her boarding-house, “worthless,” when it
contained enough gold to form one of America’s great fortunes? And who discovered the gold
after she acquired the rights? Furthermore, what makes Mary so desperate to send her son off
with this Dickensian caricature of a banker? If she had sole rights to the mine and the power
to give custody to Thatcher, couldn’t she have come with him, or at least moved nearby to
remain close with her son? Without these details, this scene takes on an unreal, fairy tale
quality.

Such strangeness enables this scene to function also on an allegorical level, conveying
the traumatic character of America’s transition to modernity. Its early moments evoke the
Puritan frontier republic of Lincoln: the dreamy dissolve into a snowy rural landscape, a
young boy yelling Union slogans, and the tension between a stern, disciplined matron and
her lousy deadbeat husband. Just as the discovery of a gold mine whisks Kane out of Colorado
and into New York, so the industrial revolution drives the pioneer out of frontier life and into
the godless chaos of the modern city. The old world of the log cabin and the country
homestead, built on hard agrarian labor and Protestant piety, disappeared quite rapidly at the
end of the nineteenth century, replaced by an alien world of mass industry, mass
immigration, and mass media. Such interwoven personal and historical trauma greatly
informs the character of the media mogul: he engages a swiftly changing country conflicted
between the chaotic progress of industrial society and the lost certainties of traditional
agrarian life.
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III
After our glimpse into Kane’s childhood, we witness conflict between the adult Kane
and his former guardian. On the day Charles comes into full possession of his inheritance,
Thatcher writes him a letter detailing his assets and emphasizing the responsibility which
comes with owning the world’s sixth-largest private fortune. Kane’s response leaves Thatcher
exasperated: he is not interested in gold mines, shipping, or real estate, but he will return
home to take over the New York Inquirer, a tiny newspaper acquired in foreclosure
proceedings. “I think it would be fun to run a newspaper.” Thatcher’s outrage continues when
the Kane-owned Inquirer attacks his business interests. A humorous montage shows the
stuffy Victorian turning his head toward the camera in disgust as he reads a series of Inquirer
headlines: “Traction Trust Bleeds Public White,” “Landlords Refuse to Clear Slums,” and
“Wall Street Backs Copper Swindle.”

Thatcher confronts Kane to discuss his irresponsible exposure of corruption at the
Public Transit Company. Swinging in his office chair, his shirt unbuttoned and his tie undone,
the imperious Kane responds to Thatcher’s questions with jokes and smart-aleck remarks.
Bernstein, Kane’s loyal general manager, interrupts the two to read a telegram from the
Inquirer’s correspondent in Cuba, who explains that while he could write prose-poems about
the women and the scenery, there is no war in Cuba. Kane responds with a laugh: “Tell
Wheeler, you provide the prose-poems, and I’ll provide the war.” To get Kane to listen to
reason, Thatcher reminds him of his extensive stockholdings in the Public Transit Company.
Here Kane grows serious: as a stockholder aware of the exact amount of his holdings, he
understands Thatcher’s frustration, but as publisher of the Inquirer, he must advocate for his
readers: “As such it’s my duty, and I’ll let you in on a little secret — it’s also my pleasure, to
see to it that decent, hard-working people in this community aren’t robbed blind by a pack of
money-mad pirates just because they haven’t anybody to look after their interests.”
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But the fact of Kane’s extensive holdings reminds us that this populist sentiment
cannot be completely sincere or a true description of his actions. He might be an advocate for
the people, but he is not of the people, and his self-interest will inevitably conflict with
popular demands. Kane in fact states clearly that he doesn’t want the working classes
organizing unions or street protests: “If I don’t look after the interests of the
underprivileged, maybe somebody else will — maybe somebody without money or property.”
His intense feeling for the people emerges instead out of Oedipal rebellion against his
conservative Victorian father figure. In this scene, a father-son dynamic appears
immediately. In response to Thatcher’s stern cease-and-desist order, Kane is a picture of
youthful rebelliousness, slunk low in his chair with a wisecracking attitude. In another scene,
Kane tells Thatcher he would have liked to have been “everything you hate.”
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Ironically, when we see the ugliest of Kane’s yellow journalism — inciting war on
questionable grounds to sell more papers — Kane is at his most personally charming. Welles’s
acting gives Kane incredible magnetism. Film historian Peter Cowie writes: “His first
appearance, brash in braces and open-necked shirt, and swinging in his chair as he
simultaneously lights his pipe and rebuffs the protests of Walter Thatcher, oozes the almost
pardonable arrogance that is the making of Kane’s career.”5 Thatcher, with his formal clothes,
stern manner, and obsessive investment management, is a foil to Kane in this scene. As a
villainous scrooge, he invites the audience’s contempt and pushes its sympathies to Kane. His
stuffy presence lends an invigorating verve to Kane’s production of fake news.

Thatcher calls the Inquirer, which is losing a million dollars a year, a “philanthropic
enterprise,” but in so doing he reveals his nineteenth-century origins. Kane might be losing
money, but social power comes with what he spends this money to obtain: the attention and
the acclaim of the people. While nineteenth-century tycoons made their fortunes through
rational investment in resource extraction and industry, a new wave of brash commercial
actors like Kane sell information, images, and entertainment to the twentieth-century
masses. The expansion of Kane’s empire depends on the style and content of his papers, and
a certain degree of financial largesse is sometimes necessary for the production of
compelling scandal. When Kane rebels against the propriety and penny-pinching of the
Victorian bourgeoisie, he does so to better sell his sensation to the public.
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IV
Thompson leaves the Thatcher library and speaks with Bernstein, who tells him the
story of Kane’s swashbuckling takeover of the Inquirer. Another flashback begins, and we see
an enthusiastic Kane arrive at the Inquirer building with his college friend Jed Leland. They
hop out of their coach and bound excitedly up the steps. They enter a dreary, sedate office
and are greeted awkwardly by the genteel editor-in-chief, Mr. Carter. As publisher, Kane
wastes no time making changes. He tells the horrified Carter that he will be moving into his
office because the Inquirer, like the news itself, will now run for twenty-four hours a day. And
it will publish salacious stories covering rumors and scandals, printed below bold, eyecatching headlines.

After a long night of work, Kane decides that the next day’s issue needs something that
makes the Inquirer part of the lifeblood of New York: a declaration of principles. He writes a
pledge to be printed on the next day’s front page: “I will tell all the news honestly, and I will
champion the rights of my readers as citizens and human beings.” Leland and Bernstein look
on with admiration, as if they were witnessing a president in the making. Before the printer
takes Kane’s letter (to remake the next day’s paper for the fourth time), the devoted Leland
asks him to return it when he’s finished: “I have a hunch this might turn out to be something
pretty important. A document… like the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution.”
Kane flashes a wide smile in response.
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This scene further illustrates the rise of a young newspaper publisher as he continues
his campaign against the values and interests of his surrogate father. Welles lends Kane such
charisma that we get swept up in his bold newspaper takeover. Kane walks with long,
bounding strides, and he speaks in a resonant voice, casually tossing off witty remarks with a
distracted glance. His presence in the Inquirer office gives vitality to a cobwebbed newsroom.
And his declaration of principles, written during a late-night spell of yearning and
frustration, shows an admirable reservoir of feeling and ambition. For contemporary viewers,
living in a world which lionizes journalists as the cavalry of democracy, Kane appears as an
invigorating wunderkind set to accomplish great things in public life.
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Yet Kane’s charisma conceals the duplicity at the heart of his character: that his
populist reformism is merely a way to expand his media empire. His attacks on trusts are only
a means of winning the attention and acclaim of the people, which he desires to satisfy his
own personal and financial ends. Kane’s strained smile reveals his insincerity. Orson Welles
told Peter Bogdanovich in a 1970 interview, “That’s supposed to be a forced smile. It’s
because I don’t think the document should be kept — I don’t believe in it."6 Kane performs
the zealous liberal reformer with the cynicism of the yellow journalist. He does so brilliantly,
transforming his contradictory impulses into a compelling personality which retains the
attention of the audience.

Kane, Leland, and Bernstein provide an astonishing contrast to the Inquirer’s old guard.
Speaking in the clipped, witty dialogue of a Howard Hawks film, they appear modern,
dashing, and confident, whereas the confused Carter, with his unkempt hair, baggy formal
jacket, and scraggly cravat, looks like he belongs to another century. And in many ways, he
does: he represents a nineteenth-century newspaper establishment which next to Kane
appears dull, unimaginative, and commercially unviable. At the same time, however, as we
see during his objections to covering the Silverstone murder, Carter also represents
journalistic standards of newsworthiness and evidence. We have been so seduced by Kane
that commitments to transparency and critical reason feel stodgy and antiquated. The film
puts us in the strange position of rooting for those making journalism yellow, all because
they put on a better show. Such a relationship is typical of that between the moguls and the
masses. They gently convince us to abandon good taste and yield to the pleasures of scandal
and celebrity.
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V
The emotional high point of Citizen Kane takes place during an Inquirer party, thrown to
celebrate hiring the staff of the rival Chronicle. The scene begins with a rakish Kane boasting
to his men: “Six years ago, I looked at a picture of the world’s greatest newspapermen. I felt
like a kid in front of a candy store. Well tonight, six years later, I got my candy — all of it.”
And he follows it up with more good news: “Our circulation this year was the greatest in New
York: 684,000.” Kane dazzles the room with his confidence and wit. When the sycophantic
Bernstein jokes that Kane’s enormous statue collection isn’t big enough yet, Kane retorts,
“They’ve been making statues for two thousand years… and I’ve only been buying for five.”

Kane gets the attention of the table, and with a whistle, he calls out a marching band,
and the party begins. As the Inquirer staff clap and cheer, Kane yells out to Leland: “Are we
going to declare war on Spain or are we not?” Then he calls out a group of dancing women, to
even louder applause. Leland responds matter-of-factly: “The Inquirer already has.” Kane
groans, “You long-faced, over-dressed anarchist!” The staff then call for the song about Mr.
Kane. As the band and dancers perform their faithful tribute, Kane himself joins in. While not
a natural dancer, Kane basks in the adulation of his men and the attention from the chorus
girls. The loyal Bernstein is having a wonderful time: “Isn’t it wonderful? Such a party.”
Leland, however, is more conflicted. He senses that Kane is straying from his lofty liberal
principles, and he is skeptical that the Chronicle men will obey the Inquirer’s policies.
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A true understanding of Kane and his power comes from combining Bernstein’s and
Leland’s perspectives on him. Bernstein is Kane’s intensely loyal Jewish business manager,
and, reflecting the character of their class relationship, he calls him “Mr. Kane” and looks at
him as a superior. He wears a Rough Rider hat to show his allegiance to Kane’s war
campaign.7 He admires the man’s talent, and he loves watching the spectacle that he puts on.
Kane’s theatrical magnetism is conveyed to the viewer through cinematographer Gregg
Toland’s deep-focus photography, which uses a wide-angle lens and a small aperture to
capture both the foreground and background in sharp focus. The effect in this scene is to
lengthen and broaden the room, allowing multiple planes of action to play simultaneously
and showing just how many eyes are fixed on Kane. Kane’s party is so exhilarating that it is
easy to forget that he is in the process of starting a war on false pretenses.
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The sober Leland, of course, is perspicacious in many ways. Beneath the grandeur of
Kane’s performance, he sees that the newspaper kingpin is straying from his professed
principles, and he anticipates Kane’s eventual corruption, downfall, and isolation. Leland is
self-conscious about his misgivings, worrying that he is a “stuffed shirt” and a “New England
schoolmarm,” but his instincts prove to be correct. As a dear friend to Kane, he senses that
the sincerity which bonded them during their college days has disappeared. Leland’s
perception is hindered, however, by his lack of interest in power for its own sake. When Kane
asks Leland whether the Inquirer should declare war on Spain, Leland answers literally, not
realizing that Kane is not so much asking a question as luxuriating in his power to shape the
world according to his whims.

Kane is thus portrayed as both fascinating and repulsive, gregarious and fundamentally
lonely, a great man and a traitor to his cause. Such a double aspect prevents Kane from being
a simplistic caricature of a corrupt media tyrant. Welles’s intentions for playing and writing
Kane in such a way can be surmised from a comment he made during his theatrical
adaptation of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: “Caesar was a great man. Why present him
otherwise just because the play is anti-Caesar? That is … the error of left-wing melodrama,
wherein the villains are cardboard Simon Legrees.”8 A straightforward muckraker teardown
misses Kane’s grandeur and charm, which are essential to his capture of the attention of the
masses. One cannot hope to destroy the power of the media mogul without first experiencing
the infinite stream of curiosity he generates in people.
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VI
Thompson then speaks with an elderly Leland, who tells the story of Kane’s first
marriage to Emily Norton. Leland explains, “After the first couple months, she and Charlie
didn’t see much of each other, except at breakfast.” A flashback brings us to Emily and Kane
at their dining table after a raucous night of partying. Kane is affectionate but in a
perfunctory way, complimenting Emily only to soften the news that he must return to the
office. A series of similar breakfast scenes follows, in which a frustrated Emily watches Kane
grow work-obsessed and distant. One morning when Kane’s nose is again stuffed in a
newspaper, Emily quips, “Sometimes I think I’d prefer a rival of flesh and blood.”

Leland identifies the central irony of Kane’s life: all he wanted out of life was love, but
he had none to give to anyone except himself. Thompson asks whether Kane loved his second
wife, Susan Alexander, and Leland tells the story of the woman whom Kane described as “a
cross-section of the American public.” While still married, Kane meets Susan by chance in
front of a pharmacy, where a passing carriage splashes mud all over Kane’s clothes. Susan’s
laughter momentarily calms the toothache which brought her there, and the two go back to
Susan’s apartment. Kane tries a variety of tricks, from wiggling his ears to making shadowpuppets, to keep her laughing. He is delighted to hear that she doesn’t know who he is; she
enjoys his company, not his fame. When he asks what she’d like to do with her life, Susan
says she always wanted to be a singer, and she performs for a smitten Kane.
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The breakfast montage depicts an abnormally self-absorbed man preoccupied with
business matters. He often acts as if his wife isn’t sitting across from him. When Emily urges
him to soften his coverage of the president, her dear uncle John, Kane starts into a tirade
about his corrupt administration. While he strives to dominate the discourse, his arguments
have little grounding in a specific political philosophy. Leland tells Thompson, “He had a
generous mind: I don’t suppose anybody ever had so many opinions. But he never believed in
anything except Charlie Kane.” Such monomaniacal devotion to his empire is an essential
quality of the media mogul. He engages with the world as a series of abstractions, as a group
of stories and images to be known and reproduced. He loses his genuine interest in other
people, and he becomes a fundamentally lonely figure.
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Kane even sees his romantic life through the lens of publicity and power. Having totally
adopted the perspective of the newspaper, Kane channels his energy into building a life that
appears attractive to the outside observer. Right after his engagement, Kane rushes to the
Inquirer building to deliver an announcement for the social diary. Emily indeed makes a
glamorous other half. With her presidential bloodline, she is a fitting companion for Kane’s
political ambitions. Her social graces and classical beauty ensure that the couple will be a
welcome presence at elite parties. Eventually, when their son is born, Emily plays the devoted
mother and helps Kane appear the family man. Kane thus has little use for real intimacy with
Emily; she exists as an abstraction which enhances his image.

Kane possesses a similarly abstract attachment to Susan. The two have little chemistry,
and their enormous age and experience gaps make their interactions awkward. But Susan
enables Kane to live out his fantasies of winning a classic American girl and reclaiming his
hold over public opinion. Kane is touched by Susan’s naive interest in him: “You really like
me though, even though you don’t know who I am.” “Oh, I surely do, you’ve been wonderful.”
Kane perhaps imagines his mother as someone like Susan: simple, kind, and from the
heartland of America. After political defeat and divorce, Kane scrambles to satisfy Susan’s
ambitions to be a singer, ignoring the clear signs that her singing is a casual interest. Kane is
too engrossed by the prospect of such a marvelous story: the magnanimous tycoon supports
the dreams of an ordinary American girl, winning her heart with his kind support.
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VII
The sound of Kane applauding for Susan fades into polite clapping for Leland, who
speaks at a small rally for Kane’s gubernatorial campaign. Leland proclaims, “There is only
one man who can rid the politics of this state of the evil domination of Boss Jim Gettys. I am
speaking of Charles Foster Kane: the fighting liberal, the friend of the working man, the next
governor of this state, who entered upon this campaign…” In mid-sentence, another fade
brings us to a packed Madison Square Garden, where Kane continues, “with one purpose
only: to point out and make public the dishonesty, the downright villainy, of Boss Jim W.
Gettys’ political machine, now in complete control of the government of this state.” Kane
champions the cause of reform and advocates for the underprivileged, though his only
specific promise toward this end is to prosecute and convict the corrupt Gettys.

After his speech, Kane walks offstage to great fanfare, shaking hands with local notables
and posing for paparazzi. His victory feels all but assured, the first of many in a long political
career. The triumphant mood is broken by Emily, who abruptly sends Junior home and steps
into a taxi. She has received a note from 185 West 74th Street — an address Kane recognizes
as Susan’s — and is headed there now. Kane comes along, and when they arrive they find not
only Susan but Jim Gettys, who has organized an entrapment scheme. Gettys, seeking not
only electoral victory but revenge for the Inquirer’s mudslinging headlines, threatens Kane:
drop out and disappear for a while, or I’ll give the story of your affair to the press. Emily,
urging Charles to think of their son, pushes Charles to drop out, and Susan worries about how
a scandal would affect her. But Kane insists that nobody will tell him what to do, and nothing
will stop him from winning the “love of the people of this state.”
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Welles’s special effects and visual motifs transform Kane’s political rally into a mass
spectacle. The shot below, modeled on photos of a 1939 Nazi rally at Madison Square Garden,
is created using a bit of optical trickery. Film scholar Robert Carringer explains, “only the
speaker’s platform is a live action set; the giant hall and the audience are painted in. Light
flickering through openings in the surface of the painting suggests the rustling of
programs.”9 Welles’s ingenious lighting and set design utilize the same manipulative realityconstruction which pervades Kane’s own political showmanship. Such magical theater is the
province of the media mogul. After his speech, Kane greets his family and gets mobbed by
paparazzi. He appears as a constantly quoted, photographed, and commodified man, his
political career a newsprint sensation. Kane is no humble public servant, but a powerful
tycoon who projects his image and voice at an extraordinary scale and intensity.
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Drawing upon his years in radio, Welles utilizes sound effects created in postproduction
to convey the rally’s propagandistic qualities. The scene features two “lightning mixes,”
transitions in which temporal and scenic shifts are glued only by continuity of sound. They
allow for quick advances of the narrative, but by being so abrupt, such jumps produce an
anti-realistic effect, suggesting the choreographed quality of the rally itself. To produce the
campaign speech, Welles designed the following procedure: in the recorded track, he would
deliver Kane’s lines, speaking in the cadence and tempo of a politician, and in the recording
console, the reverberation rate of his voice would be manipulated to produce an echo
chamber effect.10 Such manipulation is audible in the film, highlighting how Kane’s
campaign is a media construct as well. When Kane finishes his speech, a band plays the “Mr.
Kane” theme, adding musical accompaniment to the theatre onstage. Kane, master of
showmanship, is poised to take political power by virtue of his control of the means of
representation.

While delivered with ardor and dedicated to the underprivileged, Kane’s speech is
devoid of concrete political content. Here again we see Kane’s trademark wiliness: he speaks
in language that is emotionally resonant yet deftly unmoored from specific ideas and facts.
While he inveighs against the corruption of Gettys, it is unclear what exactly Gettys has
done, or which social groups support his campaign. While he dedicates himself to the
“working man” and the “slum child,” he neither articulates a clear political worldview nor
fights for specific policies. He instead relies upon his aura of willpower, conjured by his
sweeping gestures and intense facial expressions, to make a personal appeal for office. The
media mogul transforms politics into an arena he can dominate: a contest of personality.
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VIII
A drunk, emotional Leland confronts Kane at his trashed campaign office. Kane says out
loud what he anticipates hearing from his moralizing friend: his adultery has destroyed his
marriage and set back the cause of reform. Kane, however, doesn’t admit wrongdoing, instead
wallowing in self-pity for being scorned by the people of New York. The frustrated Leland
criticizes Kane for his paternalistic attitude: “You talk about the people as though you own
them, as though they belong to you.” But Kane refuses to change his ways, instead
orchestrating a triumphant climb back to the top. In the next scene, Kane and Susan are
married in City Hall, and Kane announces to paparazzi that “we’re gonna be a great opera
star.” Referring to the Chronicle headline that sunk Kane’s political chances, Leland describes
Kane’s motivations to Thompson as follows: “He was gonna take the quotes off ‘singer’.”

Susan’s opening performance is a disaster, however, and Leland and Kane’s already
fraying friendship ends when Kane discovers Leland writing a negative review. Kane fires
Leland, but as a gesture intended to show his integrity, he publishes the review and sends
Leland a severance check. Leland tears up the check and mails it back, along with Kane’s
original Declaration of Principles. A defiant Kane forces Susan to continue singing, and he
throws the weight of his Inquirer papers in support of her. As her national tour progresses,
Susan, unable to endure disdainful audiences any longer, tries to commit suicide. Only then
does Kane allow her to stop performing. The couple retreat to Xanadu, where the lonely
Susan passes the time with jigsaw puzzles and the occasional picnic.
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Kane’s confrontation with Leland reveals his hypocrisy and egomania. Kane wants the
underprivileged to have a decent standard of living, but he wants that standard to be
something that he as a superior bestows upon them, in exchange for their loyalty and
affection. Earnest Leland, who really believed in Kane’s “fighting liberal” act, explains that
the people want this power dynamic destroyed: “Your working man expects something as his
right, not as your gift.” Kane, however, refuses to be a mere representative, constrained by
the modesty and accountability such a role demands. And he never lets himself be vulnerable
enough to share a true fraternal bond with his friend. In response to defeat, Kane instead
doubles down, retreating into his ego and fighting stubbornly to retain his control over
public opinion.
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Kane’s paternalism, however, is not merely a distortion of his ego; to some degree, it is
an honest expression of his social position. Kane’s media empire is built on the reality that
people buy his newspapers to learn what happened and what to think. And the popularity of
the Inquirer is built not on its long-term institutional reputation but on Kane’s personal
appeal. He builds this appeal through the virtual channels of the newspaper and the
newsreel, which allow him to appear with sensational immediacy while nevertheless
remaining at a distance. Kane’s bold headlines, scandalous adventures, and jocular interviews
turn a purportedly critical-rational public into an eagerly attentive audience. His feudal
capacity to display his majesty before the masses thus lies at the heart of his power. His
economic status depends on his “king” persona, so it is not easy for him to change.

The tragedy of Citizen Kane therefore lies not so much in Kane selling out his principles
but in his declining influence over the headlines. Kane’s betrayal of his reformer idealism was
predictable from the beginning, when he told Thatcher in the Inquirer newsroom that he was
two distinct people: both a crusading populist advocate and a major shareholder in the Public
Transit Company.11 But the disappearance of his effortless confidence and dashing
newsmaking ability comes as a surprise. Once the instigator of a war with Spain, the
moralizing Kane has become victimized by the same scandal and negativity he perpetrated
for decades. And Kane’s hubris about his power to capture the attention of the people blinds
him to his dwindling capacity to do so. Such delusion drives his destructive actions and his
growing eccentricity and isolation.
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IX
Thompson continues his quest by speaking to Raymond, Kane’s butler, at Xanadu.
Raymond recalls the day Susan finally left Kane. A flashback shows Susan storming out of a
room, and when Raymond walks in to investigate, he finds Kane standing stone-faced at the
end of an eternal hallway. In a rage, he trashes Susan’s bedroom, upending the furniture,
tearing down curtains, and shattering all the valuables he can find. He only stops when he
stumbles upon a snow globe sitting on a table. He picks it up and, looking at the tiny wintry
cabin inside, remembers… “Rosebud.” Kane carries the globe out of the room and, passing a
crowd of concerned servants, walks stiffly through a baroque hall of mirrors.

The mirrors return us to the present, and Raymond explains that Kane died soon
afterward. Thompson, who feels that he’s learned nothing, refuses to pay Raymond for his
story. He walks away and the camera zooms out, revealing Xanadu’s cavernous hall and
mountainous staircase. As Raymond and Thompson walk through a maze of sculptures and
boarded-up crates, a crowd gathers and discusses the things they’ve seen. Nobody has found
the meaning of Kane’s last word, but Thompson insists that it’s hardly the secret to his life:
“Rosebud is just a missing piece in a jigsaw puzzle.” The camera continues to zoom out to
higher vantage points, before a final tracking shot glides gently across a room of Kane’s
possessions. The camera then spots Rosebud in a pile of junk, before workers throw it
unsentimentally into a fire, where we watch it burn forever.
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The film’s final minutes juxtapose two vastly contrasting scales. The first is the
monumental grandeur of Xanadu, which contains a seemingly infinite accumulation of
objects. It illustrates the immensity of Kane’s ego and the extent of his isolation from others.
The second is the miniature world of the snow globe, whose modest physical dimensions
belie the great spiritual warmth contained inside. This juxtaposition illuminates the
psychological drive behind Kane’s maniacal empire-building: it represses the trauma of being
snatched so suddenly from his mother’s arms. And it underscores how Kane’s fame and
fortune take him progressively further from the simple, humble, vulnerable love which he
yearns for. The closing shots of neglected pottery and boarded-up statues suggest how Kane
has been suffocated by his mania for collecting.
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The hall of mirrors conjures an infinite series of Kanes onscreen, all walking with the
same posture but shown from slightly different angles. This optical magic illustrates the
duality of immense popularity and crushing isolation which gives Kane his distinctive
character. As a baron of yellow journalism, Kane expands his domain by projecting distorted
images to every corner of the world. He legitimizes his authority through his own multiplied
image and his capacity to charm and fascinate from a distance. But such incessant pressure
to perform magnificence and superiority makes it difficult for him to yield to the tender joys
of love and friendship. After being one of the most influential Americans of the twentieth
century, Kane possesses godlike creative power, but only to make multiple iterations of the
same self-absorbed and disconnected man.
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In the film’s final gliding tracking shot, before Rosebud is thrown into the fire,
Herrmann’s score becomes solemn and mournful. A great man has died, and all he’s left
behind are stashes of treasures which sit unappreciated in boarded-up crates. Earlier in the
film, Leland gives the following assessment of his friend: “He was disappointed in the world,
so he built one of his own, an absolute monarchy.” This perhaps is the hallmark of the media
mogul: his Xanadu, his grandiose palace dedicated to himself. It is the mark of a man striving
to be God, of an ego so unimpeded that he indulges all his eccentricities. It displays the
mogul’s enormous power as capitalist and opinion maker, and it conveys the spiritual
emptiness of the acquisitive society.

Chris Marino
New York, NY
30 June 2020
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